
When people with the same thinking come up with their own creative ideas, inspiration is formed. This is the thought process of
everyone at VOLTRIQ, and it is the foundation for providing the greatest products with excellent quality at a reasonable price.

Our main goal is to promote Indian culture, hence we make every effort to encourage our clients to buy Indian-made goods.
Not only that, but we’ve completed 10,000 orders on the GEM portal!

Voltriq India Pvt Ltd. is a new start-up firm created in 2018 with the goal of being India’s leading manufacturer and marketer of
consumer durable and information technology products. We continue to improve and try to create a one-of-a-kind product for our customers.

We are committed to putting our clients’ money to good use by producing, designing, and gathering the best products and companies
available.



Core Services

Value for Money
Our products are designed to provide exceptional value,
surpassing the expectations of what pay for. We
prioritize delivering the best customer experience at
every interaction.

Uncompromising Quality
Product development teams prioritize the performance
and reliability of our products. We live by these paramount
metrics to ensure that our customers receive high-quality
solutions.

Timely Support
We provide timely support through on-call, remote, and
on-site assistance, ensuring prompt resolution of issues.
Our responsive support services guarantee timely and
efficient solutions, whether delivered remotely or through
on-site visits, meeting the needs of our customers in
a timely manner.



Our Products
1.Desktop PCs

Available in Core i3/i5/i7/i9 , AMD RYZEN 5/7/9
Ram 4GB to 128GB, Storage 256GB to 10TB
Screen sizes from 19.5’’/21.5’’/23.8’’/27” in IPS/FHD

2.All in One PCs
Available in Core i3/i5/i7/i9 , AMD RYZEN 5/7/9
Ram 4GB to 128GB, Storage 256GB to 10TB
Screen sizes from 21.5’’/23.8’’ in IPS/FHD

3.Workstations
Available in Core i3/i5/i7/i9 , AMD RYZEN 5/7/9
Ram 8GB to 4TB, Storage 512GB to 32TB
Screen sizes from 19.5’’/21.5’’/23.8’’/27” in IPS/FHD

4.Television Tv’s
Available Smart & Android LED TV HD 4K UHD
Sizes 32/40/43/50/55/65/75/85/98 Inches.



5.Refrigerators
Available Single Door, Double Door, Lab Refrigerator
& Deep Freezer from 200 Litres to 1200 Litres.

6.Air Cooler
Available multiples models with the latest
Cooling Technology.

7.Air Purifiers
Available Air Purifiers for home office with the
Latest technology to protect from viruses.

8.Water Dispenser
Available for home & office use latest Voltriq
Water Dispenser with multiple models option.



9.Heater & Blower
Available heat pillar. oil heater, & blowers.

10. Coffee Machine
Voltriq Coffee Machine Available in 2 Lane,
3 Lane & 4 Lane for commercial use.

11. Kitchen Chimneys
Available Voltriq’s Kitchen Chimneys for Home
& Commercial use with multi models & latest
Technology.

12. Speakers
Available Speakers in the tower and trolley
models with the latest technology.



Certifications

A. Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS)
Our products are registered under BIS. BIS is
responsible for the harmonious development
of the activities of standardization, marking, &
quality certification.

B. CE Certifications
The CE marking is a certification symbol that
signifies compliance with standards related to
health, safety, and environmental protection,
ensuring that all our products adhere to these
Requirements.

C. RoHS Certifications
Our products adhere to the RoHS directive,
which restricts the usage of specific hazardous
substances in electrical and electronic equipment,
ensuring their compliance with environmental
safety standards.



Partnerships

● INTEL
As an OEM partner with Intel, Voltriq proudly includes
an authentic Intel Genuine Sticker on every product,
showcasing our collaboration and ensuring the quality
and authenticity of our offerings

● AMD
As an OEM partner with AMD, Voltriq proudly includes
an AMD sticker on every product, showcasing our
collaboration and the integration of AMD technology
into our offerings, delivering high-performance and
reliable solutions to our customers.

● MICROSOFT
Voltriq is an esteemed OEM partner of Microsoft,
guaranteeing the authenticity of the operating system
in every product through the inclusion of an attached
Genuine Microsoft Label.



● WPG Holdings
By establishing a strategic partnership with WPG,
Voltriq gains access to the entire Indian IT hardware
market, synergistically leveraging the organic strengths
of both entities to enhance market presence and
deliver exceptional value to customers.

● Redington
Voltriq has partnered with Redington to offer
a comprehensive range of OS and software solutions,
combining Voltriq's expertise with Redington's extensive
distribution network and market reach.

● Ingram Micro
Voltriq has teamed up with Ingram to address
technology needs by providing innovative solutions,
leveraging Voltriq's expertise and Ingram's vast
distribution network, resulting in enhanced technological
support for clients.



Our Clients







On-Time Delivery

Voltriq ensures timely delivery of our products to over 14,500+ pin codes
across India, guaranteeing efficient logistics and widespread coverage for

customer satisfaction and convenience.



Support

enquiry@voltriq.in

voltriq.com/contact-us

1800-419-8353

PAN INDIA Service Center

mailto:enquiry@voltriq.in
http://voltriq.com/contact-us
tel:1800-419-8353

